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Lure Fishing Basics
If you have already done some pike fishing you will 
have some of the basic tackle required for lure fishing. 
Landing net, weigh sling and unhooking mat, for 
example. Many experienced lure anglers prefer a larger 
meshed net than they would use for bait fishing as this 
reduces the number of hook tangles they get when 
netting lure caught pike.
 
Because lures are usually fitted with larger and thicker 
wire hooks than are used for bait fishing a standard 
pair of forceps might not be sufficient to unhook lure 
caught pike. A pair of fine nosed pliers, maybe with 
long handles, is better, and a tool called a HookOut is 
also recommended. These give you better leverage on 
the hook, and keep your hand clear of both the pike’s 
teeth and any free hooks.

Should you experience difficulty in removing a treble 
hook with your pliers it is quicker, better for the pike, if 
you cut the hook up and remove it in two or more pieces. 
A strong pair of side cutters or small bolt croppers are 
perfect tools for this job. Close your eyes when cutting 
the hook just in case the point of the hook flies in your 
direction. If the cut portion of the hook remains in the 
pike’s mouth remove it with your pliers.

A wire trace is just as essential when lure fishing for 
pike as when bait fishing. So long as it is fifteen inches 
or longer it will be fine. Make sure it has a strong swivel 
at one end and a strong snap link at the other, of a 
design that will not open up accidentally when fishing.

It is a good idea to use stronger line and trace wire 
than you might for bait fishing as the repeated casting 
involved in lure fishing will place additional stress on 
these items. Line of at least 18lb and trace wire of 30lb 

are suggested for lures of an ounce or so. Many lure anglers are now using braided 
lines of higher breaking strains as these also offer greater sensitivity than nylon 
monofilament while being no thicker. 

For techniques such as jerkbait fishing specialised tackle is required, seek advice 
from an angler experienced in this field.
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